Year 1 Curriculum Leaflet.
Science

Maths

English

In maths, we will be learning a variety of new

In English, we will be basing our reading and

skills such as, counting, reading and writing

writing units around core texts such as; Man on

numbers to 100, identifying one more/one lesson

the Moon, The Giant Jam Sandwich, The Tiger who

than a given number, adding and subtracting one

Came to Tea, Elmer and Avocado Baby. During

and two digit numbers to 20 as well as finding

each unit we will be learning a range of different

and naming fractions for one half and one

grammatical skills which we will need to enable us

quarter. We will also be learning to apply our new

to write in a number of ways such as; setting

skills to different reasoning and problem solving

descriptions, instructions, character description,

scenarios such as adding items on a shopping list.

non-chronological report and a fairy tale narrative.

In science, we will learn the names of the main
human body parts, our 5 senses (taste, smell, sight,
hearing and touch) and which body part is associated
with each sense. During our animals including

human’s topic, we will be learning about different
animals and how they can be grouped, we will then
learn the name of a variety of common animals that
are carnivores and herbivores. We will then learn the
names of common wild plants, common garden plants

Music.

Geography.

Religious Education

In music, we will learn how to

In geography, we will be learning

In R.E we will be learning about

listen, imitate and perform phrases
and short songs; how to perform
using voice and percussion
instruments focussing on pitch,
beat and dynamics as well as
looking at the pulse and rhythm

in songs and responding to these
through movement.

Physical Education
In P.E, we will be learning how
move in different ways such as
skipping, hopping, jumping and
sidestepping. We will also be
learning how to aim and throw
accurately towards a target, how
to catch and finishing off by
performing an individual dance
representing a growing flower and
a bee

about Blyth and Northumberland;

the Bible and how it is the holy

we will be looking at the areas

book of Christianity that contains

that surround Blyth and create

stories about God and Christian’s

our own tourist information

relationship with God. We will

leaflet from what we’ve found
out. We will then look at The UK,
Europe and the world where we
will be comparing our country to
other places in the world.

French
In French, we will be learning how
to count up to ten, know ten
colours in French, be able to say

the days of the week and the key

also look at how Jesus told
stories to teach his followers
about important values such as
how to behave and treat one

what the capital of France is.

soldier during WW1 before moving onto
our local history unit where we will
compare Blyth beach and talk about

what is the same and what is different
because of tourism.

Art.

In computing, we will be using
Beebots to record an algorithm

using directional flash cards to
to an end point. We will also be

other countries speak French and

look at WW1 and what life was like as a

In art, we will be learning the

will also be learning how to say
feeling. We will also learn where

and how travel has changed due to
different transport inventions. We will

Computing

sounds of the French alphabet. We

France is located on a map, which

History
In history, we will be learning transport

another.

get a Beebot from a starting point

‘my name is’ and how they are

and some common deciduous trees.

looking at how technology can be
used to collect data and that this
can be represented by using
pictures.

primary colours; red, yellow and
blue and that mixing these colours
can make secondary colours such
as purple, orange and green. We
will also be looking at various
drawings, paintings and sculptures
before drawing our own self
portrait in the style of our favourite
artist.

